




Environmental migration 

.:: aors in the environment has resulted in greater environmental change and vulnerability of 
::.-eople to those changes. The linkages between environment and sociery have grown ever more 
-omplex, making it difficult to speak of direct environmental causaliry in human migration.

e relationship between environmental change and migration is embedded in the complex
_- of both and in the nature of causaliry between such complex phenomena. And, as with all

�gs human, culture and sociery play crucial mediating roles between a population and the
==avironment it inhabits (or leaves) (Oliver-Smith 2009). Indeed, local culture derived from
,ed experience with their surroundings is fundamental to understanding how environmental

- nge is perceived, responded and adapted to (Enfield and Morris 2012).
The issue of environment and migration is among the most discussed and debated dimen
ns of the impact of global environmental change on human beings. The contingent nature

--prediction of environmental impacts, the complex question of causality, the elusive nature of 
· · nitional issues, the vast disparities in predictions of numbers of people to be affected, and the 

·erall cornplexiry of human-environment relations, all present serious challenges to researchers
-empting to analyse the relationship between environment and migration.

vironmental change and the potential for displacement and migration 

-�diough environmental change does take place through natural disturbances and cycles
Holling 1994), the enormous impact of modern industrial societies on the environment over

last 200 years is especially well documented. The structure and organization of Western 
nomic institutions, in particular, ideologically buttressed by concepts of the human domina

n and rational control of nature, essentially entrained a process of global environmental trans-
=ation. The result of embracing the rationality of pursuing self-interest in the use of natural 

urces and the mobilization of human labour has been unprecedented extremes of wealth 
poverty, unprecedented levels of environmental destruction and the rapid amplification of 

::rially constructed vulnerability (Oliver-Smith '2002). 
Through misguided or various forms of direct and .indirect coercion, human exploitation 

- ::he environment has severely impacted many environments. Most recently, the Millennium
- ystem Assessment (MA 2005a) concluded that 15 of 24 assessed ecosystem services were

g degraded or used unsustainably, with serious effects for poor, resource-dependent com
. ties. Among the issues the MA calls attention to is the fact that 10 to 20 per cent of dry lands

_ already degraded, affecting as many as two billion people. Increasing pressure on dryland 
-seems will affect the provision of ecosystem services such as food, and water for humans,

.:stock, irrigation and sanitation. There will likely be increases in water scarciry, as well, due 
climate change in highly populated regions that are already under water stress. Droughts are 

increasing in frequency and their continuous reoccurrence can overwhelm communiry 
_ ,.ing capacities. When coping capacities and adaptation strategies of con{munities are over

e by the loss of ecosystem services, droughts and loss ofland productiviry can act as triggers 
die movement of people from drylands to other areas (MA 20056; Renaud and Bogardi 

__ 7; Warner et al. 2010). 
Furthermore, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2007a, 2007b) asserts 
- human-induced factors are generating significant increases in temperatures around the

d, producing increases in the rate of sea level rise, increases in glacial, permafrost, Arctic and
- ct.ic ice melt, more rainfall in specific regions of the world and worldwide, more severe

ghts in tropical and subtropical zones, .increases in heatwaves, changing ranges and inci
�es of diseases and more intense hurricane and cyclone activiry. Data from the Emergency

�cs Database (EM-DAT) at the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters
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